
HIRING A GREAT WRITER 
 
Hiring a writer can dramatically increase the speed with which you can move forward. 
 
The 3 top sites for hiring great writers are: 
 

1. Upwork 

2. Freelancer 

3. iWriter 

 

When, posting your job, it’s important to use a template that is structured to get you optimal 

results. The template below has gotten great results. Adjust it as needed for your project and 

you’ll be on your way! 

 

 

TEMPLATE FOR JOB POSTING: 

 

BEFORE YOU APPLY - If the selected freelancer does not meet their own delivery date targets, 

the project will be cancelled and no feedback will be left. I've had to reassign this project twice, 

because previous hires haven't been able to stick to their own timelines. 

 
I'm seeking a talented and motivated writer to create a coherent, organized and accurate 
report on the following topic: 
 
"INSERT YOUR TITLE" 
 
**A project outline will be provided for this report, consisting of “X” chapters with plenty of 
content ideas** 
 
The work required to complete this project to our satisfaction is trivial for a professional writer; 
please keep this in mind when proposing your bid. Also, any proposal submitted without an 
attached writing sample will be disregarded. 
 



There will also be a signed contract stating this is a WORK FOR HIRE creation, that you will own 
no rights to and that your name will appear nowhere on or within the report, and that I will 
own all rights to it, including resell and distribution rights. 
 
Formatting: 
 
The report must be completed within seven days of hire. It must be delivered as a Microsoft 
Word document, with the following formatting: 
 
-12pt Arial font 
-single spaced 
-1" margins (top, bottom, left, right) 
 
Do not increase the margins, font type or size, or else the work may be rejected. 
 
-This report must have an introduction 
-This report must have a conclusion 
-An interactive Table of Contents using hyperlinks 
-Please add page numbers next to hyperlinked Table of Contents 
-Add page numbers in upper right hand facing corner (That's when you are facing the 
document) 
-Heading MUST be bold and MUST be at least 18 font 
-When doing recipes, make sure to add a page break after each recipe 
-Make sure to add page break after each chapter 
-Any bulleted lists may not use graphical bullet points; instead, numbers or letters may be 
substituted 
-Each page must have a page number 
-No cover design is required for this project 
-Images must be center aligned and the words must not wrap around the image. The words 
must be either above or below the image 
-Font size and style must be consistent throughout the book 
 
Should the chosen writer provide me with high quality work in a timely manner, following the 
requirements above, I will explore the possibility of forming a long-term working relationship 
with the writer. 
 
Absolutely no plagiarism will be tolerated. The finished piece will be examined closely for any 
evidence of plagiarism, and should such evidence be found, the writer will be summarily 
dismissed without payment, and reported to Upwork (or other service provider). 


